
e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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classmates! Send photos of your wedding or 
newborns to CIVL@UST.HK

Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 

T
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ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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The famous “Red 
Revenue” (       ): 

released in the Qing (   ) 
dynasty-a dream item for 

many stamp collectors

紅印花
清

Some of Prof. Wang’s 
books on stamp 
collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 
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It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  
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you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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The famous “Red 
Revenue” (       ): 

released in the Qing (   ) 
dynasty-a dream item for 

many stamp collectors

紅印花
清

Some of Prof. Wang’s 
books on stamp 
collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.

2010 
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 

T
Homecoming Reunion

ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
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Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.

2010 
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 

T
Homecoming Reunion

ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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The famous “Red 
Revenue” (       ): 

released in the Qing (   ) 
dynasty-a dream item for 

many stamp collectors

紅印花
清

Some of Prof. Wang’s 
books on stamp 
collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 

T
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ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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The famous “Red 
Revenue” (       ): 

released in the Qing (   ) 
dynasty-a dream item for 

many stamp collectors

紅印花
清

Some of Prof. Wang’s 
books on stamp 
collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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Share your joys and happiness with your 
classmates! Send photos of your wedding or 
newborns to CIVL@UST.HK

Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 
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ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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The famous “Red 
Revenue” (       ): 

released in the Qing (   ) 
dynasty-a dream item for 

many stamp collectors

紅印花
清

Some of Prof. Wang’s 
books on stamp 
collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.

2010 
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 

T
Homecoming Reunion

ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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e all know Prof. Wang Gang is a world renowned 
geotechnical expert, but did you know that he is also an 

avid stamp collector with a highly sophisticated and professional 
collection of some of the world’s rarest stamps? In this issue of 
CIVL@UST.HK, we will get to see his wonderful collection, and 
hear some of the stories behind them!

Prof. Wang’s passion for stamps started when he was in primary 
school. Since then, he has been an active collector and acquires 
his stamps from sources such as e-bay and Zurich Asia - a 
leading stamp auction house based in Hong Kong. He is mainly 
interested in stamps issued by China. Through these stamps, 
one can also see interesting pieces of history. Let’s now have a 
look at some of Prof. Wang’s collection and take a journey back 
in time.
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newborns to CIVL@UST.HK

Winners and organizers of the UGSAC 2010

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Fall
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL270 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Fall.

Best TA Award for 2009-10 Spring
Leung Kwan Anthony, the TA of CIVL272 received the Best TA 
Award for 2009-10 Spring. 

Award of Merit in the Structures and Materials 
Discipline of the ICE (Hong Kong Association)
UG graduate Mr Lai Chun CHAN (Civi l and Environmental 
Engineering 2009) has received the Award of Merit in the 
Structures and Materials Discipline in the Paper Competition 
2009 for his studies on "Critical Review of the Hong Kong New 
Code of Practice for Structural Use of Concrete 2004", presented 
on 28 May 2010 by the Institution of Civil Engineers, UK, Hong 
Kong Association.

UGSAC 2010
To promote interest and to enhance understanding in basic 
structural concepts among undergraduate students, the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering organized 
an Underg raduate S t ruc tu ra l Ana lys i s Compet i t i on 
(UGSAC2010) on 24th April 2010. The focus of the competition 
was on Qualitative and Quantitative Behaviour of Structures 

under Static Loads. Participants from all three years 
went through two rounds of intensive competition 
and were graded by a judging panel consisting of 
five structural faculty members. The winners of the 
competition were: 1st Prize: Yu Meng (Year 3), 2nd 
Prize: Ng Cheng Zhong (Year 3) and 3rd Prize: Man 
Sin Hang (Year 3).

Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical 
Committee member of the Fifth 
Symposium on Sustainable Development
Prof. Irene Lo served as a Technical Committee 
member of the Fifth Symposium on Sustainable 
Development, between Hong Kong, Macau and 
Guangdong, entitled "Creating Quality Living in the Pearl 
River Delta Region" held on 27-30 September 2010.
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The famous “Large Dragon” (大龍 ) series from the 
Qing dynasty, China’s first stamps. The photo above 
showcases different issues and prints of the “Large 
Dragon”, including thin paper, thick paper, narrow 
margin, wide margin, clean cut perforation and rough 
perforation, etc. The 5 candarins wide margin piece 
(enlarged) was mainly used for international parcel 
postage at that time, but most were unfortunately 
destroyed.  There are very few pieces left in such a 
desirable condition.

   

Despite his collection possibly being worth a small fortune over 
time, Prof. Wang views himself as a true collector and not a 
prof i t -seeker. He bel ieves that the greatest pleasure in 
collecting is to treasure and to preserve these pieces of art and 
history, akin to a museum curator. Eventually, these pieces are 
to be passed on to the next generation who will treasure and 
preserve them. It is a pity that the humidity problem in Hong 
Kong makes it diff icult to keep these stamps in pr ist ine 
condition. Therefore, most of his collection is kept elsewhere 
and we can only see a small part.   Prof. Wang's dream is to 
accomplish a rather complete collection of Chinese stamps of all 
ages. His big project started 25 years ago, and it will continue for 
many years to come.

2010 
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he 2010 HKUST Civil and Environmental Engineering Alumni 
Homecoming Reunion took place on June 5, 2010 on our 

lovely campus. HKUST is unique in character as the only 
oceanfront institution that offers a mix of lush gardens and 
advanced facilities for study and research. 

The Reunion was co-organized by the Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department, the HKUST Civil Engineering Alumni 
Association (CEAA) and the Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Students’ Society (CEESS).  Over 200 alumni, fresh graduates 
and professors attended the memorable gathering, which 
brought together alumni who graduated from the early 1990s all 
the way to 2010!  

It was a nostalgic moment for the alumni, as they came together 
to revisit their adored campus, play sports and renew ties with 
the University.  Some alumni joined the hall and lab tours to share 
memories of what the place had looked like in years gone by and 
to marvel at all the latest innovations.  These tours, guided by the 
existing undergraduates, offered alumni the chance to chat 
informally to the students of today and compare the opportunities 
and challenges of student life then and now. 

Guests gathered to mingle with fellow graduates and engineering 
professionals in a sunset reception and banquet in our popular 
Chinese restaurant on the campus. Prof. Christopher Leung, the 
Department Head, attended the banquet in enthusiastic support of 
the growing alumni network and extended a warm welcome to the 
alumni.  Mr. Roman Cheng, an alumni and magician presented a 
magic show of great entertainment value, to much deserved 
applause.  We were especially delighted to thank the professors for 
their generous sponsorship of gifts and cash in the lucky draw.  The 
rest of the evening was spent in earnest conversation, perfectly 
complemented with delicious food and beverages. It was fitting to 
see so many alumni and participants discussing the Departmental 
development and taking advantage of the opportunity to connect 
with each other in such an intimate and relaxing setting. 

We sincerely thank the CEAA and CEESS for their support and 
assistance in creating such a cozy evening gathering.  The CEAA 
and the newly established HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association (HKUST CEE 
PGSA) will tailor-make more activities and gatherings for alumni, 
and we look forward to seeing you in the near future!  

Let’s stay in touch with the Department.  Please send 
your contact information and news to civl@ust.hk. 

Photos of the Reunion can be viewed at 
http://www.ce.ust.hk/homecoming 

T
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ime flies. In this second newsletter, we will try to provide 
you with some recent updates. 

 
The new school year has just started. In UG education, currently 
we have 287 (CIVL), 46 (CIEV), and 16 (Dual Degree) students 
on board. Among them, 94 students are Year 1 students. If you 
still remember how many classmates you had in the early days, 
you may feel puzzled when you see this number and may be 
thinking that the department is shrinking… Not at all! The 
miss ing number o f s tudents i s accounted fo r i n the 
school -based intake. In prepar ing for the coming 3-3-4 
conversion in 2012, the school is gradually moving toward 
school-based admission, which means that the admission is 
managed by the School rather than the Department. Students 
will decide their major later, after first having an exposure 
period. This year, the Engineering A stream, which includes 
Civil, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, took 68 freshmen. 
I am sure that many of them will later join us. If you have 
children who are about to go to university, feel free to ask us 
and learn more about this school-based admission. Another 
change is the gradual increase in nonlocal students. You may 
have heard that we have constantly recruited UG students from 
the Mainland for years. Do you know that there are also UG 
students from other countries and the number is increasing? 
This year about 18% of the newcomers are nonlocal, with 10 
students f rom the Mainland and 9 students f rom other 
countries, which include India, Indonesia, Japan, Lithuania, 
Malaysia, Sweden and Uruguay. Nonlocal students widen the 
v iew and exposure of our loca l students and g ive new 
challenges. Soon you may be interviewing them or find them 
contributing to your company.

In 2009-10, out of the 132 Year 2 students, 112 students were 
trained in summer internships while 2 students went through 
the Mock Construct ion Training. Out of the 112 summer 
internships, 22 were in fact in Beijing. This valuable experience 
provides our students with better connections to the China 
construction industry and a good opportunity to become 
familiar with their codes. These students are prepared to work 
with you to surf the long-lasting China wave. Training in Hong 
Kong is also essential; please give your continued support to 
our internship program. 18 out of the 132 students joined the 
CLP Internship Program in winter 2009-10. During the 6 weeks, 
CLP provided our students with a unique opportunity to 
participate in a CLP construction project at HKUST, with site 
training, supervision, and workshops.

As for our PG programs, current enrollment includes 32 MPhil 
and 88 PhD students. 2 new PhD students joined us this year 
through the Hong Kong PhD Fel lowship Scheme. I t is a 
prest ig ious program aimed at att ract ing students with 
outstanding academic and research performance from around 
the world to pursue doctoral studies in Hong Kong. The 
Fellowship provides the awardee with a monthly stipend of 
HK$20,000 and a conference travel allowance of HK$10,000 per 
year. Internationalization is also significant in our PG programs, 
with 30 new Mainland students and 5 new students from other 
countries, including Thailand, India and Malaysia. There are 102 
students currently enrolled in our self-financed MSc program in 
Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management.

Last but not the least; Prof. Limin Zhang was recently promoted 
to Professor. New faculty recruitment is on the way, and we are 
in the process of recruiting three professors in the areas of 
wind, environmental and structural engineering respectively. 
We will keep you updated on this.

T tudents who were studying at HKUST during 1992-2001 will 
well remember Neil Mickleborough, one of our founding 

faculty. Neil lectured in the structures area and was also Warden 
of House V (PG2) and coach of the University Track and Field 
Club, and Distance Runners Club.

Neil has returned to the Department to lecture this fall semester 
and is giving an undergraduate, as well as post-graduate, course 
in his favourite area of prestressed concrete.

What’s Neil been up to over these past years? Initially when Neil 
left HKUST, he worked in Thailand where he was Dean of 
Engineering at the Asian University of Science and Technology. 
Most recently, however, he has been in the United Arab 
Emirates, both in Dubai and Abu Dhabi, where he was also Dean 
of Engineering (with 17 campuses and 17,000 students) and 
Head of Academic Affairs.

In Dubai, Neil often caught up with some of our alumni, and in 
part icular several who were working on the Burj Khal i fa 
(originally named the Burj Dubai). Neil mentioned that it is now 
quite common to meet with our civil alumni all over the world, 
since HKUST engineers are much sort after by employers.

Apart from work, what else has Neil been doing? As you would 
expect, he has been involved in many activities. Neil has almost 
completed the construction of a 2 person aircraft in Australia. 
The plane is not a model and can fly at speeds of about 300 kph 
and would be capable of flying from Hong Kong to Bangkok 
without refuelling – is Neil planning an around the world flight?

Whatever Neil does next, he sti l l treats HKUST as home. 
Welcome back Neil.
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The famous “Red 
Revenue” (       ): 

released in the Qing (   ) 
dynasty-a dream item for 

many stamp collectors

紅印花
清

Some of Prof. Wang’s 
books on stamp 
collection

Stamps from the 70’s: many carried 
vivid colors and certain political 
messages, or portrayed the prominent 
leaders in China

Just like other forms of antiques, the value of some of these 
stamps has gone up dramatical ly in the past decades. An 
example is the famous "golden monkey" stamp shown below.

The monkey stamp: 
released in the 80’s 
at a face value of 
RMB ¥0.08, but now 
estimated to be 
worth over RMB 
¥8,000. That is an 
increase of 100,000 
times!

Prof. Wang with some of his stamp collections

he HKUST Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Postgraduates and 

Scholars Association (HKUST CEE PGSA) 
was successfully established in March 
2010. The founding Chairman of HKUST 
CEE PGSA is Ir. Derrick Leung, who was 
the f i r s t MPh i l s tudent f rom the 
department. Derrick joined the big family 
of HKUST in 1991 and received his MPhil 
degree in 1994. He met his wife (Jane 
Wong) at HKUST. When asked for his 
impressions of HKUST, Derrick replied, 
“HKUST gave a lot to me and to my life.”

How was your school life at HKUST?

When I came back to Hong Kong from 
Taiwan, I studied an MPhil degree at 
HKUST. I learned from world class 
p ro fesso rs under the i r “c lose” 
superv is ion ( there were only two 
students and three professors in the Civil 
Engineering Department in 1991!). The 
department was on the 5th floor of the 
administrative building at that time. Our 
stor ies at HKUST began f rom the 
erection of the ‘Fire Bird’ and drafting 
our equipment l ist for the f irst civi l 
engineering laboratory. I think Prof. Neil 
Mickleborough could tell you more about 
this.

How did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

The people network that I established at 
HKUST helped achieve several of the 
milestones in my career. For example, I 
m e t D r . E d w a r d L a m f r o m t h e 
Bio-chemistry Department when I was at 
HKUST. 15 years later, Dr. Lam and I met 

again and worked together for a ‘Bio-city’ 
development project in Shanghai . 
Through the project, I learnt the principle 
of commercial ization in the medical 
industry. In addition, the presence of 
HKUST graduates has signif icant ly 
improved from ‘nowhere’ to ‘anywhere’. 
We cou ld ha rd l y see any HKUST 
graduates in the industry a decade ago, 
but now HKUST graduates are present in 
a wide variety of places in the industry.

As the Founding Chairman, can you briefly 

describe the HKUST CEE PGSA?

My wife and I are proud to be a part of 
the HKUST family and thankful to the 
department. We will devote our energy 
and resources in suppor t ing the 
development of HKUST as well as the 
depa r tment . In March 2010 , we 
establ ished our HKUST CEE PG&S 

Association with great support from 
Prof. Chris Leung (Department Head), 
Prof. Paul Chang, and other professors 
and a l umn i . The m iss i on o f t he 
Association are re-strengthening our 
connections across the regions and with 
the depar tment , in tegrat ing and 
project ing our inf luences over the 
construction industry, collaborating with 
other professional bodies, and assisting 
our ‘young’ engineers in their careers.

Any words to the current CIVL students or 

alumni?

We know we are YOUNG but strong 
with the same DNA. Time flies, and 20 
years is just a beginning. We should not 
forget that we ALL (current students and 
a lumni ) shou ld p lay a key ro le in 
presenting our HKUST as the World 
Class University, in both  industry and  
academia!

(Derrick’s email: hkdleung@hotmail.com; 
derrick@yee-hop.com.hk)

Derrick’s family

Ir. Derrick Leung (CIVL MPhil 94)

86 – 90 BSc. National Taiwan University
91 – 94 MPhil HKUST
94 – 99 Engineer, Ove Arup & Partner (HK)
99 – 00 Senior Engineer, Maunsel Geotechnical
00 – 08 Executive Engineer, Meinhardt (C&S)
09 –  Technical Director, Yee Hop Engineering
10 –  Founding Chairman, HKUST Civil and Environmental   
 Engineering Postgraduates and Scholars Association

Derrick’s family 
in Lijing, 
Yunnan 

Province, China

he HKUST CEE 
Homecoming 

Day 2010 was 
s u c c e s s f u l l y 
completed on 5 June 
2010, Saturday. One 
of the highlights on 
the day was the 

magic show performed by our alumnus, 
Roman Cheng. In fact, Roman has been 
working as a professional magician, 
certified trainer and keynote speaker for 
over 10 years.

Why do you use magic as the training tool 

for professionals?

Nowadays, many professionals are 
always busy with their jobs and people 
are working in front of the computers all 
the time. This working style has deprived 
people of many opportunities to have 
face-to-face interaction with others, 
leading to an under-development of their 
social skil ls. It is a common problem 
faced by the Generation Y. I believe that 
magic can act as a br idge between 
people. Magic can increase the charisma 
of a person and hence create the 
opportunities for the person to meet 
more people and develop a stronger 
network.

You mentioned that performing magic is 

your hobby. How do you make your hobby 

into a business?

In 2008, I started my training business of 

2LearnMagic.com (魔法魅力學堂), which 
provides consultancy in incorporating 
magic into events attraction marketing 
and professional training. In the training, 
people learn how to use magic as 
interact ive tools to enhance their 
charisma and presentational skills. In 
mid-2009, I began to organize a series of 
seminars on the topic "The Magical 

Charisma in 7 minutes (7 分鐘的魔法魅力)". 
The seminars aimed to equip participants 
with the skills to meet business partners 
and leave a long-lasting impression using 
magic in the very f irst 7 minutes of 
interaction. I have also launched a book 

called “魔法魅力，你擁有嗎？” (作者: 鄭

文浩) in the Hong Kong Book Fair in 2009. 
Through music and magic, I am regularly 
invited to perform in wedding banquets, 
private parties and corporate events. I 
have a strong passion for the future of 
training and creative showmanship using 
magic as a profession.

What was your motivation to change 

your career from a civil engineer to a 

professional in other industries? What 

challenges did you encounter?

I have a wide variety of hobbies and areas 
of interest. I worked in the civil engineering 
discipline for a few years. However, I 
hoped to enrich my life and broaden my 
horizon by exploring more industries. 
Besides civil engineering, I have been 
working in e-commerce, retail, education, 
and show business. I believe that we can 
consider careers besides engineering and 
apply our skills and interests in such 
careers. Unfortunately, the changes of 
career were not easy for me. Career 
change is often considered as a risky 
action and I was struggling when I needed 
to give up the knowledge that I had already 
obtained. But, when looking back after 
some years, I enjoyed the process.

How was your school life at HKUST? How 

did your study at HKUST help your 

career?

I was active in many students’ clubs and 
therefore built up various hobbies at 
HKUST, for example, playing the guitar, 
per forming drama, and s tudy ing 
astronomy. These hobbies helped my 
career af ter graduat ion. Through 
participating in music, staging and drama 
at HKUST, I also developed presentation 
ski l ls and networks of people with 
different backgrounds, which were  
useful for my career development.

Any advice/words to the current CIVL 

students?

Civil engineering is a specialized area of 
knowledge. Besides focusing on their 
studies, current students should also equip 
themselves with other non-engineering 
skills such as communication skills, 
presentation skills, and marketing skills. 
Current students should be encouraged to 
use their spare time to develop more 
hobbies. They are also advised to build up 
more curiosity, which is helpful for both 
academic study and inter-personal 
interaction. The change of attitude and 
lifestyle should not be a one-time action, 
but a persistent one. One of my mottos is 
“We are what we constantly do; therefore, 
excellence is not an act but a habit.”

(Roman’s email: 
roman@2LearnMagic.com)
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